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Abstract: This report explains Scenic Air Tours flight 22's collision with mountainous 
terrain on the Island of Maui, Hawaii, while the Beech E l  8s airplane was on an air tour 
flight from Hilo, Hawaii, to Honolulu, Hawaii, on April 22, 1992. The safety issues 
discussed in the report include visual flight in instrument meteorological conditions, 
navigational errors, pilot preemployment quali!ications and background checks, and the ) overall safety of the air tour industry. Recommendations concerning these issues were 
addressed to the Federal Aviaticri Administration and to Tomy International, Inc., d/b/a 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Qn April 22, &out 1553 Hawaiian Standard Time, Scenic Ak 
Tours flight 22, a Beech hfodel ElSS, N342E, collided with momtainous temin on 

+-+&e Island of Maui, Hawaii, while on an air tour flight from Hilo, Hawaii, to 
Honolulu, Havaii. The fii@ was conducted under the provisions of on-demand air 
taxi operations contained in 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 135 and under 
visuhl flight rules. The pilot and the eight passezgers aboard sustained fatal injuries. 
The aiqhne was destroyed by impsc', forces and a postcrash fire. 

% 

The National Tmsportation Safety Board determines that the probable 
cause of this accident was the captain's decision to continue visual flight into 
instrument meteorological conditions that obscured rising mountainous terrain and 
his failure to properly sse available navigational information to remain clear cf the 
Island of Maui. 

Contributing to the accident was the faiiwe of Scenic Air Tours io 
conduct substantive pilot preemployment background screening, and the failure of 
the Fedml Aviatlm Administration to require commercial operators to conduct 
subFtantive pilot preemployment screening. 

The safety issues iaised in this report include: 

1. Visual flight in instrument meteorological conditions. 

2. Pilot qualifications and preemployment background checks. 

3. The overall safety of the air tour inaustry. 

As n resuit of this investigation, the Safety Board issued safety 
recommendations to the Federal Aviation Administfation and to Tomy International, 
hcorporated, d/b/a Scenic Air Tours, Hawaii. 

A: 
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NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD 
WASHINGTQN, D.C. 

M C R A F V  ACCIDENT REPORT 

TOMY INTERNATIONAL, mTc. 
d/b/a SCENIC AlR TOURS 

FLIGHT 22, BEECH MODEL EUS, N3423 
IN-FLIGHT COLLISION WITH TERRAm 
MOUNT HALEAKALA, MAUI, HAWAII 

APRIL 22., 1992 

1. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

On April 22, 1992, about 1553 Hawaih  Standard Time, Scenic Air 
Tours (SAT) flight 22, a Beech Model E18S (BE-18), N342E, collided with D mountainom terrain on the Island of Maui, Hawaii, wNe on an air tour flight from 
Hilo, Hawaii, (lT0) to Honolulu, Hawaii (HNL). The flight was conducted as an 
on-demand air taxi operation under the provisions of Title 14 Code of Federal 
Regulations (CnZ) Part 135 and under visual flight d e s  (VFR). As a result of the 
accident, the pilot and eight passengers on board sustained fatal injuries. The 
airplane was destroyed by impact forces and a postcrash fire. 

SAT flight 22 departed Hilo at approximately 1512 to proceed to 
Hmolulu via a nonstop route of about 215 nautical miles (nmi). At 1542, the pilot 
contacted the HNL fli t service station (FSS) and communicated his intentions to 
oveffly restricted area R-3104 at 6,50 feet msl. The restricted area is about 5 nmi 
southwest of the Island of Maui and along a direct return route toward Honolulu. 

P 

The last communication with flight 22 occurred at approximately 1550 
when the pilot transmitted a position report to another SAT flight that was about 

lRestricted Areas contain airspace in which the activities of aircraft must be 
confmd in this case due to periodic military training exercises involving artillery firing or aerial 
gunnery- 
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70 miled30 minutes in trail. SAT flight 22 reported its position as, "37 DME2 off 
Upolu? standby Lanai." 

At 1553, the Honolulu FSS remote radio receiver site on Mt. Haleakala 
detected an emergency locator transmitter CELT) signal, which ended at 1600. At 
1719, SAT officials reported to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) that 
flight 22 was overdue. Shortly thereafter, a coordinated sea and air search was 
initiated. Search resources included a Coast Guard helicopter, two fixed-wing 
airplanes, and Coast Guard Cutter Washington. The following morning, the 
wreckage was located on Mount Haleakala, slightly above $he elevation of 
9,600 feet. 

Pilot reports, Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite 
(GOES) data, and evidence from atmospheric instrumentation based in the area of 
t!!e accideat site indicate that i?s?mmnt meteemlogica! conditims UMC) pevai!ed 
at the time and location of the accident. The weather data indicate that the southern 
md eastern slope and summit of Mt. Haleakda were obscured by clouds. The cloud 
bases were about 1 ,ooO feet msl. 

On the day of the accident, SAT operated flight 22 as tour numkr 5, 
which was described in marketing literapdre as a "Volcano Special." The planned 
itinerary was for a departure from HNL at 0700 eastward to Hilo via the north shore 
of the islands of Mclokai and Maui. (See figure 1). The tour included overflight of 
the Kilauea Volcano on Hawaii, "The Big Island," for aerial viewing before landing 
at IT0 about 0900. Passengers were to deplane for a 6-hour ground tour. The 
retum flight was to depart IT0 about 1500 and proceed westbound nonstop to MNL. 
En rout: sightseeing included a view of the Akaka Falls shortly after departure and 
overflight of the Islands of Molokini, Lanai md Molokai. The scheduled arrival for 
the retum flight was about 1630. 

About 0545, the captain of flight 22 reported for duty at the company 
operations facility. His demeanor was described by his associates as normal in all 
respects. He was observed reviewing the aviation weather information for the 

2Distance Measuring Equipment. Equipment (airborne and ground) used tG 

measure, in nautical miles, the slant range distance between an aircraft and a DME navigational 
transmitter on the ground. 

%Jpolu Point is the northwestemmost land mass along the shore of the Island of Q 
Hawaii. ahe Upolu Point (UPP) VOR !very high frequency omnidirectional radio range] is 
locared on a ridgeline about 5 nni  ida-mi. 
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Hawaiian Islands and preflighting N342E, the airplane that he was regularly 
i assigned to fly. 

On the day of the accident, the flight itinerary differed from the planned 
route in that the flight was scheduled to land in Maui to drop off a coapany van 
driver while en route to Hilo. Transportation of nonrevenue passengers cccasionally 
took place to provide additional company support for the ground transportation of 
tour groups. 

There was also an added passenger pickup mission after the 
completion of flight 22 in HNL. The captain was scheduled to return to Maui to 
pick up a group of tour passengers awaiting a late afternoon return to HNL. 

Flight 22 departed HNL at approximately 0700. The van driver 
occupied the right front cockpit seat. He related that the captain’s behavior 
appeared to be normal and that the preflight briefing for the passengers, the taxi out, 
pretakeoff Engine runup and flight to Maui were unremarkable. The landing at Maui 
was routine. ?he driver disembarked from the airplane and did not pay further 
attention to the departure. 

The airplane landed in Hi10 about 0920. The captain Aephoned the 
company about 0930 with an arrival message. A brief discussion %!!owed about 
tour assignments for the next day. 

Several flightcrew-related activities took place during the subsequent 
ground time of approximately 6 hours. The chief pilot for SAT was at IT0 on the 
morning of the day of the accident. He shared small talk with the captain over a soft 
?rink and reported that the captain appeared normal in all respects. They last spoke 
&bout 1130. The captaii requested that the main fuel tanks of N342E be “topped 
off.” He received 60.2 gallons of 100 low lead fuel. A fellow SAT l i e  pilot and 
personal friend had landed in Hilo (SAT flight 23) about 13 15. The two pilots had 
lunch and remained together from approximately 13 15 to 1450. During this period, 
the captain seemed rested and relaxed as they shared small talk, according to his 
friend. 

About 1512, SAT flight 22 departed IT0 with the original eight 
passengers en route to HNL. After departure at 1520, the captain radio-filed a VFR 
flight plan with the HNL FSS. He stated that his routing would be direct to HNL. 
with an en route time of 1 hour and 25 minutes with 4 hours of fuel onboard. The 
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! captain then quested  and was provided a full VFX weather briefing by the FSS 

~ 

~ specialist on duty. The briefing incluckd an advisory that VFX fight was not 
recommended over the interior sections oi all islands and a forecast fQr isolated 
mas of 3 miles visibility because of haze and moderate rain showers. 

SAT personnel described the normal return route from Hilo to be flown 
at 2,500 feet msl  as follows: 

night westbound along the north coast of Hawaii; upon reaching 
Upolu Point, continued flight westbound OR about a 294-magnetic 
heading (see figure 2) to overfly the village of Makena on the 
southern shore of Maui, p7ss over Lanai, and fhen return to 
Honolulu on about a 290-magnetic heading. 

While en route, at 1542, the captain called the HNiL FSS to inquire 
about the status of restricted area X-3104 over the island af Kahoolawe. The 
restricted area is a few miles south of the company's normal ITO/HNL routing. 

b The pilot was advised #at X-3104 was closed from the surface to 
5,000 feet msl and that transition at 5,000 feet msl or  below was not authorized. 
The captain replied that he would be flying over the top at 6,500 feet msl. The 
captain was subsequently advised that transition ulrough R-3104 above 5,000 feet 
was authorized for the next 30minutes. The HNL FSS had no further 
communication with flight 22. 

The captain of SAT flight 23 stated that he departed lT0 about 1540, 
approximately 30 minutes in trail of the accident flight. Approximately IO nmi west 
of EO, near &aka Falls, he opened a return route VFX flight plan with #e HNL 
FSS. Then, on company frequency 122.75 MHz, the captain of SAT flight 23 
requested a position report from flight 22. It was in reply to that request that the 
captain of flight 22 indicated his position as 37 nmi from Upolu. 

The captain of flight 23 reported that his return flight to HNL was 
conducted iuitially at 2,000 feet, then at 3,000 feet, and finally at 6,000 feet msl 
while crossing the channel between Upolu Point and JL-tai. He remained on or 
south of the 294-degree radial of the UPP VOX as he p w e d  Maui. He reported 
that there were multiple layers of scattered clouds in the area of Makena, Maui, wiii 
tops at around 8,000 feet msl. He said he could not see Mt. Haleakala because of 
restricted visibility from haze. 
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The Department of the Navy's F l e e t  Area Control and Sumeillanee 
Facility (FACSFAC) at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, provided radar data that records 
target position, altitude, and discrete transponder beacon code information. A 
review of this data showed a radar track of flight 22 northwest of the UPP VOR 
which terminated approximately 2.1 nmi from the accident site. ( S e e  figure 3). Ihe 
MMe C (altitude readout) of flight 22 showed an ilitial altitude of 5,500 feet and a 
continued ascent until the !ast recorded altitude of 8,500 gee$ msl. It was determined 
that flight 22 crossed the shoreline of Maui at 8,100 feet. 

.4 witness standing near the summit of Mt. Haleakala at the White Hill 
observation point from approximately 1545 to 1615 did not see the airp!ane but 
reported heariag engine sounds for 10 to 15 seconds from what he believed to be a 
multiengine airplane. From the sound, he believed the airplane was headed toward 
him in a southerly direction. ?he engine noise was described as smooth until it 
stopped abruptly. The witness reported that the Mt. Haleakala volcano crater was 
obscured by heavy. rolling clouds. The accident occurred during the hours of 
daylight at 20 degrees 42 .Mutes and 33 seconds north latitude and 156 degrees D 14 minutes and 48 seconds west longitude. 

1.2 Injuries to Persons 

Injuries Crew Passengers Others Tots' 
Fatal 1 8 3 9 
Serious 0 0 0 0 
Minormone - 0 - 0 - -- 0 
Total 1 8 0 9 

- 

1 3  Damage to Aircraft 

The airplane was destroyed by impact and postcrash fire. The value of 
the airplane was estimated at $50,000. 

1.4 Other Damage 

None. 
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Jmuary to August 1988 as a van dti;.er. During this period he atmined FAA 
C o m m c i a I  Pilot cemficate and an Instnmxnt &&kg. He kft SAT to pursus W 
time pilot employment. L? August 1991, he was rehired by SAT as a pilot-in- 
command on t5e BE-I8 airplane. He possessed an Iiiriine Transpfi Mot 
certificate without type rating issued on J a n u q  14, 199i. Ths certificate contained 
ratings and hitations of @lane multiengine l a d  with commercial privilegs for 
airplane skgle engine land. His Fitclass  medical  certificate, dated February 1 I. 
1992, contained no limitations. FAA records did not Lqdicate m y  prior 
accidenriincident history or enforcement actions. The captain satisfactorily 
completed all company training and no company discipfinazy acriors were recorded 

Before begiv-ing flight training with SAT in August 1991. the captain 
took five or six fzmiliarization (FAM) rides as an interested observer. His initial 
new-hi- trainkg included 16 hours of ground instruction prokrided by the SAT 
Dkctor of Operatiom. ?h: training included instruction in Federal Aviation 
Regulations (FARs), the company opexations m u a i ,  aircraft differences, 
weig&&alanee, flight procedures, tour procedures and narration. meteorology. and 
emergency procedures. The meteorology gmunc! training outline did not contain m y  
details of mountain flying or mention specific atmospheric and geological conditions 
that, are unique to the Kawaiian Islands. 

The captain completed 3.6 hours of initial flight tralrung on August 2. 
Prior to going on line as a tour pilot, the captain received one initial operaling 
experience (IOE) route check. 

On February 20, 1992, the captain satisfactorily completed a 14 CFR 
Part 135.293 and 135.299 competency and proficiency check. The check wa3 
1.5 hours duration and was administered by SATs Director of Operations, an FAA 
authorized check airman in the BE-18. Items noteci as satiskeior): during the check 
included the following: 

Might Maneuvers - steep mums, approaches EO stafls. specific fliceht 
chardcteristics. powerplant faifure; Emergencies - noma1 and 
abnormal procedures, emergency procedures; Instrument 
procedures-coin?lunication/navi~tion procedum: General- 
judgment. 



I ! The Chief Pilot and the Director of Operations bot stzted that the 
insournen& -king and flight check were performed by having the pilot either iower 
his seat or use a view restricting device for about 10 minutes. Slow flight. steep 
Fwns, stzdis and recover). from unusual attitudes with reference ts basic ksrumen& 
were not pa't of the mining. 

The Director of Opemtims stated that &ring each ~aptai?'~ gmm6 
mining, he presented recommended headings axxi dticudes to fly along ttie tour 
mutes, weather pemihg.  'Ex distclnces between islands for &e various 
sightseeing routes were also discussed. The dirrctor said that he encouraged a& 
pilot to include such idormation in a navigatio~ menwry aid W d e t  for feferene 
but that he did not require them to do so. 

n e  captain's mmoq~ aid booklet, found at his home. was provided to 
*e Safety Board by his parents. Thd booklet indicated the following: The 
310 degree radial of the IT0 VOR (I  16.9 " a )  after depamire from IT0 passes 
Akzka Falb. Continuing OR the IT0 310 radial places aircraft no& of Hana, 
Hawaii (northeastern tip of Maui). The UPP VOR (I  12.3 M H z )  335-degree radial 
siso ieads to Kma. The 2% Gcgree radial of UPP passes hkkem. a SI&! 
settlement on the southern coasr of Maui. The booklet did not contain any D m  
distances between the UPP VOR and Maui. 'The information contained in Fi_ws  
4a and 4b was excerpted from the captain's booklet. The captain's most recent Eight 
history before the accident included four round trips to Hilo on April 17. 18.20, and 
21. On the day before the accident, he flew a route identica! to that of the accident 
flight. However, the trips on the 3 previous days were flown with routing 
northbound from Hilo direct to Hana. Maui. via the 310-degree radiabheaciing from 
the Hilo VOR. 

A captain's bag with "Jeppesen'. embossed on it was recovered from 
the scene of the accident. The bag contained aviation-related paraphernalia, 
including photocopies of Hawaiian Isfands approach plates in plastic covers with 
"Hutch Airlines" stmped on them and a folded VPR aviation sectional chart of the 
Hawaiian Wands. 

The captain lived at home with his parents. His fu l l  time employer was 
SAT. M o m i o n  on his activities for the 72 hours prior to the accident was 
obtained from his parents md individuals who observed him during *s period. 
None of the activity was remarkable. 



Figure 4a.--hfomation from capain's memory aid booklet. 



Figure 4b.--Wormation from captain's memory aid booklet. 

A: 
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Attemuts to locate the captain's -personal fligft log were not successful. 
A SAT Pilot Experience Form, signed and completed by the capah on July 28, 
1992, Indicated that his total flight time was 3,400 hours, of which 3,2W was as 
piiot-:h-commd. The form Mle r  indicated that his twin engine experience was 
1,450 ~ Q U F S .  He reported his total instnunent flying ' h e  as 400 hours, of which 
150 hours was accrued under actual flying conditions. 

To i!lustrate his relevant pilot experience, the captain prclvided SAT 
wiph an undated resume of his general aeronautical background. The r w m e  was 
divided into sections consisting of qualifications, flight experience, aircraft 
experience, MVigation experience, and employment history. The res-me showed 
the following: 

Total time: 3,200 hours 

Multiengine: 1,500 hours 

Under the section er?.itled Aircraft Experience, the captain indicated 

Pil~t-t-in-~mmmd: 2,750 hours 

that he had prior experience in &e BE-18 airplane. 

Under the section entitled Employment, the captain indicated th8t kc 
had been employed as a pilot by six different companies between January 1988 and 
June 1991. The name of each company was provided. The resume did not include 
the flight hours accrued with each company, or the specific address and telephone 
number and point of contact €or each company. 

The captain's documented aeronautical experience in flight hours was 
reconstructed using information from previous employers, h i s  FAA aipman 
certification records, and his FAA aeromedical certification file. At the time he was 
hired as a captain by SAT in 1991, those records indicated that he had accumElated 
fewer than 1 , 6 0 0  hours of total time and less than 400 hours of multiengine 
experience. SATs minimum pilot experience requirement was 2,580 total time and 
1 , O  hours in multiengine airplanes. hcludiig all of the pilot experience known to 
the Safety Board, the captain had no more than 2,100 hours of total time, of which 
800 hours were in multiengine airplanes as of the time of the accident. 

Available records indicate that the captain's total flight time in the 
BE-18 was accrued only with SAT and totaled 464.7 hours. His flight time was 
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extracted from SAT flight records. His duty times were within the prescribed FAA 
limits. 

SAT'S Dimtor of Operations said that the hiring of thc cap*& in July 
1991 for a pilot position in the BE18 was based, in part, upon the recommendation 
of the previous owner of the company. He said the company did not have a policy 
to v e e  applicant background, The preemployment check he made inta the 
captain's aeronautical experience consisted of a telephone Cali to a 14 CFR Part 135 
cargo and charter operation headquartered at HNL, where the captain had worked 
between August 1988 and July 1989. That operator reported that the captain had 
flown single engine day and night operations. He departed employment in good 
standing to join a major air carrier on the mainland. 

Records at the major carrier indicate the captain was dismissed during 
initial ground training for inadequate performance. 

The Safety Board investigation revealed that the captain had been 
employed by at least nine employers, including two positions wiii SAT under 
different owners, since 1988. Five of these employers had dismissed him. Causes 
for dismissal included risrepxeatatim ~f *a!ifcatiops md experience, fzi!l&= to 
report for duty, d i s c i p ! i i  action, poor training performance, and work 
performance that was below standards. 

In 1991, a scheduled Part 135 operator, Aloha IslandAir, rejected the 
captain's application for a pilot position for failing to disclose infomation axd 
misrepresentation conceming previous employment The application included a 
letter of recommendation submitted on stationery of the captain's most recent 
employer. Safety Board investigators were advised by the former employer that the 
letter did not come from an official source at the company and they considered the 
letter to be fraudulent. 

L.6 Aircraft Information 

More than 1,800 BE-18 serizs airplanes were built between 1945 and 
1970. The airplane is classified as a light cabin class aircraft (under 12,500 pounds 
gross takeoff weight). It is powered by two Pratt and Whitney R-985 radial 
engines, each developing 450 horsepower. Q 
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The accident airplane, N342E, a Model El8S "Super 18," was 
manufactured in 1957. The passenger seating configuration was lasr modified by 
Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) SA19250 for nile highdensity passenger 
seats ~ ~ D e ~ m b e r  8,1975. 

The airplane was modified over its life from an lnitial approved 
rnaximum gross weight of 9,300 pounds PO a maximum gross weight of 10,100 
pounds. The most recent major alteration of the airplane was recorded on June 29, 
1981, when the 10,100 pound gross weight modification was accomplished in 
accordance with Hamilton Aircraft Company STC SA572WE. Records indicated 
that N342E was the only BE-18 operated by SAT that had a 10,100 pound gross 
takeoff weight. 

Examination of the airplane's log books indicated no Gpen or deferred 
maintenance items at the time of the accident. Records showed that the airplane 
was in compliance with applicable airwoshiness directives. 

N342E was equipped with basic flight instruments, as well as vacuum 
gyroscopic instruments and radio navigation equipment required for instrument 
flight. Headag information was provided by a magnetic compass and an unslaved 
directional gyro. "here was an attitude indicator and a turn and slip indicator. VOR 
signals were displayed on a course deviation indicator. The airplane was not 
equipEd with a remote magnetic directional indicating system. Also, the airplane 
was not equipped with a ground proximity warning system (GPWS). 

On October 27, 1989, the operator requested that the FAA modify the 
company operating specifications to delete all items pertaining to IFR operations. 
The operator stated that it was not costeffective to continue such operations. The 
company was thereafter au'horized to conduct day and night operations, VFR only. 

An interview was conducted with a pilot who flew N342E for 
3.3 hours the day before the accident. He feported that the magnetic compass 
hdicated the general direction of the cardinal heading and was properly maintained 
when he inspected it as part of his preflight duties. No abnormal compass operation 
was noticed during flight. At takeoff, the directional gyro was aligned with the 
runway heading. During the flighL he reset the directional gyro to the magnetic D compass every 10 to 20 h u t e s .  He did not notice any sig&icant difference 

. A. 
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between the two instmnents. He said that he did not perform a VOW check4 
because VFR was the only type of flying conducted at SAT. However, he noted 
t h t  when he used the navigation equipment to report his position while under air 
traffic control (ATC) radar, the VOR agreed with the radar location. The VOR did 
not show any erroneous information during flight. He also characteked the climb 
performance of N342E as nat significantiy different from that of other SAT 
airplanes. 

SAT'S Director of Operations said that the weights of the passengers 
were primariiy based upon the estimates of the tour agents, or were provided by the 
passengers to the agents, and then telephoned or sent by facsimile to SAT 
operations. The line pilot also had the opcion of ascertaining the weights of the 
passengers. However, §AT personnel acknowledged that passengers were never 
weighed and were rinrely, if ever, asked to provide their weight. n e  investigation 
revealed that SAT did not own a scale suitable for weighing passengers. 

A copy of the Passenger Manifesmeight & Balance Form for N342E 
for the accident flight on Apd 22, 1992, was completed and signed by the captain. 
Examination of the f ~ m  revealed that the recorded passenger weight prior to the 
departure from HNL did not subtract the weight of a passenger who had c a n c e l e d .  
The manifest also showed that the airplane was refueled with 340 pounds of fuei in 
Maui and that no fuel was added in Hilo. A he1 receipt showed that flight 22 was 
not refueled in Maui, but that in Hio 60.2 gallons (361.2 pounds) were added. 
Despite two these two emrs in the flight records documentation, postaccident 
calculations revealed that the weight and balance at takeoff and at the time of the 
accident were within FAA prescribed limits for the airplane. 

1.7 Meteorological Information 

The PINL FSS reported that there were no SIGMETs (significant 
meteorological infomtion) or AIRMETs (airman's meteorological information) that 
were valid for the Mt. Haleakala area around the time of the accident. 

The characteristics of the weather in the area of Haleakala National 
Park at the time of the accident were obtained from atmospheric instrumentation, 
observations by individuals near the summit of the crater and pilot reports. 

4Verification of VOR receiver performance M u @  the use of a pund-bascd test 
signal or confirmaton of actual geographical position. 
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A b~ilding complex located on the summit of Mt. Haleakala is known 
as Science City. National Weather Service (NWS) Automated Meteorological 
Observation System (A1LIOS) instnrmentation is part of the scientific equipment 
within this complex. 

Included in the NWS data from the summit was a video recording 
taken from a wide field-of-view camera. The camera, which monitors cloud and fog 
activity on the summit, is aimed in a northeasterly direction. This view is toward 
the zcident scene and about 200 feet higher than the crash site in elevation. An 
exposure is recorded at 8-second intervals. A tape extract was prepared to illustrate 
the existing conditions from about 1 hour before the accident until 1 hour after it 
occurred. The video documents an almost continuous cloud cover moving over the 
summit of the crater. 

A solar observer at Science City said that the weather at the crater at 
1545 was foggy and that because of this condition, the observatory dome was 
closed from 1430 to 1730. During this period, he saw fog rise up the southern slope 
of the volcano. He described the cloud layer as fai-y thick at 9,500 feet to b 10,000feet msl and level with the dome. The observer estimated that the KOM 
(southern wind) was blowing at 10 to 15 miles peA hour. 

At 1554, the NWS specialist on duty at the Kahului Airport, about 
12nmi from the crash scene, performed visual observations of the weather 
conditions toward the area of Ylaieakala National Park. Clouds were hanging over 
the slopes leading to the crater, however no showers were observed. The N W S  
observer could not see the Pukalani area (about 6 nmi distant) or Mount Haleakala. 

The pilot of a U.S. Marine Corps Beech C-12 airplane reported flying 
within about 2 miles south of the center of the Haleakala Crater about 1550. He 
was at flight level 210 (about 21,000 feet msl) headed in an easterly direction 
toward ITO. The pilot reported that a heavy cloud layer surrounded the area of the 
crater. He described an opening in the cloud cover of about 350 yards by 350 yards 
which enabled him to observe one of the domes within Science City; otherwise, he 
said the area surrounding the crater was totally obscured. The pilot characterized 
the lower area of Kihei, a city on Maui ahu t  10 miles east of the accident site, as 
surrounded by a solid cloud layer. The pilot reported no variations in his navigation 
instruments during overflight of the crater or the Science City facilities. 



Right 23 was following about 30 minutes behind the accident airplane. 
Both airpIanes had the same company-plar-md tour route for the return to Honolulu. 
The pi!ot of flight 23 reported that he followed a track that remained on or south of 
the 294-degree radial of the UPP VOR. He related that the slopes that make up 
Haieakala National Park were obscured by clouds and rain showers. Visibility was 
3 to 5 miles in haze. Maui was not visible except for the village of Makena and the 
areas south of Makena. 

Upper air data from Hilo, Hawaii, around the time of the accident 
indicates winds easterly at 2,000 feet with a speed of 4 knots, changing to west 
southwesterly at 10,OOO feet with a speed of 14 knots. 

1.8 Aids to Navigation 

There were no reported anomalies or equipment outages regarding aids 
to navigation. The HNL Flight Inspection Field Office (FIFO) conducted en route 
flight checks on the IT0 and UPP VOR facilities on May 5, and 6, 1992. No 
discrepancies were observed. 

The manager of the U.S. Air Force Optical Station at Science City on 
Mt.  iialeakaia repored thaF ihe Maui Space Surveillance Site (MSSS) faciliry d m s  
not have lasers or electronic devices capable of causing airborne flight 
instrumentation interference. There are no particle beams at the MSSS. On the day 
of the accident, the MSSS was not conducting laser operations outside the confines 
of the building. An 8-milliwatt low-powered helium neon (eye safe) alignment laser 
was operated in the afternoon within the facility; however, the dome was closed the 
entire afternoon, preventing the beam from leaving the observatory. The manager 
stated that it is standard procedure at the MSSS to coordinate with the FAA all laser 
operations conducted outside the observatory. 

1.9 Communications 

There were no known communications difficulties. There was no SAT 
or FAA requirement for flight following communications between the tour airplane 
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and the company or between the airplane and ATC except for normal VFR psi5on 
reprts.5 

Not applicable. 

1.11 Flight Recorders 

N342E was not equipped, nor was it required to be equipped, with 
either a cockpit voice recorder or a flight data recorder. 

1.12 Wreckage and Imwct Information 

The airplane was found aligned on a magnetic headmg of 
approxim&kIy 200 degrees OR a descending slope of about 9 degrces. m e  terrain 
consisted of loose gravel and lava rocks. The area immediately under the center and 
aft fuselage sections was covered with ashes hrn the airplane and its contents. 
There was no indication of fire or burning of fluids found outside the immediate area 
of the accident site. The initial point of impact was indicated by paint scrapings and 
glass fragmem that were about. 20 feet behind the tail of the airp!w.e. 

The center fuseIage section of the airplane was consumed by fire. Both 
wings were still attached to the fuselage. The lower spar strap was found installed 
and intact. The inboard areas of the wings, ne% the fuselage, were burned. Wing 
sections outboard of the engine attach points were not burned. The fabriccovered 
aileron surfaces on both wings were totally burned. The aluminum ribs mder the 
fabric wen? intact. The horizontal and vertical stabilizers were attached. Ai! flight 
control surfaces and trim tabs were found attached. Flight contro! system cable 
continuity was established to the point of impact-related damage. There was no 
evidence of pwipact  failure of any flight control system component. The trailig 
edge flaps and the landing gear were found in their retracted positions. 

The right engine was located forward of the wreckage approximately 
90feet. "he two-bladed propeller was damaged but still attached to the engke. 

D VAA Right Service provides "Hawaiian Island Reporting Service," an optiond 
flight following progriun otilizing communications rnoni:oring. However, SAT flights were not 
part of this progam. 

..::::A: 
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j 'bere were ground impact marks similar to propeller strikes found in a lime from the 
wing to t!! resthg place of the engine. Oil wzs found splaWred along the gromd 
from the wing to .the engine. ahe left engine, with one propeller blade and a portion 
of the other blade, remained attached to the wing. The separated piece of propeller 
blade was located nearby. The propellers had evidence of chordwise scratches, 
spanwise twisting, and bending opposite the direction of rotation. There was no 
indication of preexisting failure of either engine or propeller. 

j 

The pI!ot seat was unburned and found lyhg about 60 feet forward of 
the main wreckage. The t~ t tom cushion of the seat was damaged in a mmmr 
consistent with high vertical decderation forces. The copilot seat was fo-md 
approximately 30 feet in front of the wreckage. 

Nine metal passenger seat f m e s  were removed horn the wreckage. 
Dramage to the seats appeared similar. "he forward left (as viewed €rom at2 looking 
forward) support leg of most of the seats was bent or broken. All of the seat 
materials, other than the metal frames, were consmed by fire. 

Cockpit switches, instmmentation such as the 2ttitude kxdicator, 
airspeed indicator, altimeter, engine-indicatiig instruments, navigation equipment 
md indicators, md communicxtion equipment were examined; however, extensive 
fire and impact damage precluded any useful determiraton of preimpact reaaiigs. 
There was no evidence of open maps or ch.wts Li the cockpit debris. 

1.13 Medical and PathoiogiaaB Irefarnnatioa 

The medial examiner determined that the cause of death €or aU 
ocetpants of the ai@cc ~ 2 s .  multiple mmatic injuries. 

The examination of tmicological specimens from the pilot revealed 
&.at no alcohol or perfomnce impairing &rugs were present at the time ~f death. 
TAe investigation revealed that the pilot had an unremarkable medical history and 
thzt he was aot sutTering from any chronic or acute ailments or illnesses at the time 
of the accident. 

1-14 Fire 

There was no evidence of in-flight fire. The fuselage was largely 
consmed by the postcrash fire. 
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i 1.15 Survival Aspects 
! 

The wreckage was discovered OA the moiaing after the accident by a 
U.S. Coast Guard aircraft involved in the search for the missing flight. 

The pilot, and a female passenger in the right cockpit seat, had been 
ejected fcrward from the airplane and were separated from their respective cockpit 
seats. A male passenger was also ejected forward from the airplane and was found 
strapped in a passenger seat. The remaining six passengers and passenger seats 
were found w i t !  the forward portion of the cabm wreckage. 

1-16 Tests and Research 

Not Applicable. 

1.17 Additional Information 

1.17.1 Airline Background 

Tomy International, Inc., doing business as (d/b/a) Scenic Air Tours, 
Hawaii, is domiciled in Honolulu, Hawaii. The company employs approximately 20 
personnel including 9 pilots, 2 certificated mechanics and 3 mechanic personnel. 
The company had four aircraft remaining after the accident. All of thern were 
BE-18s used primarily for 14 CFR 135 aerial tours. SAT administrative personnel 
reported that during the 12 months ending on March ? :. , 1992, the company carried 
I 1 ,OOO passengers. 

Scenic Air Tours, Hawaii, was originally certificated on July 31, 1979, 
as Lani Bird, Inc., d/b/a Scenic Air Tours, Hawaii. The company was recertificated 
on June 11,1991, as Tomy International, Inc., d/b/a Scenic Air Tours, Hawaii. The 
recertification was the result of a change in ownership following a Chapter 11 
financial reorganization. The certific2tion action was accomplished as if the 
operator were new. A letter of compliance was submitted, the operations manual 
was redone, and the training program was completely revised and reapproved. 
There were no enforcement actions pending against the company at the time of the 
accident. 
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The most recent FAA inspection activities are as foilows: 

Activity Result% Completed 

Ramp Inspection Satisfactory April 9,1992 
Proficiency Check hcomplete, short flight February 24,1992 
Check Airman Satisfactory January 22,1992 
RASP' - Part 135 Findkgs - 47 May 14,1992 
RASP Findings - 13 May 14,1992 

1.17.2 Company Accident History 

SAT experienced a major xcident on November 10, 1991. On t&s 
date, about 0850 hours HST, a Beech 18, N4193, ditched in Hilo Bay approximately 
one quarter of a mile offshore after the loss ef the left engine whi:e inbound to the 
Hilo, Hawaii, airport. The aircraft was on a cross country sightseeing flight. Visual 
mereorologicai conditions prevailed at the time and a VFR flight p!an was filed for 
the operation, which was conducted under the provisions of 14 CFR Part 135 of the 
Federal Aviation Regulations. The airplane incured substantial damage and sank in 
about 20 feet of water. Neither the airline transport rated pilot nor the ten 
passengers on board were injured. The flight originated at Honolulu, Hawaii, on 
November 10, 1991, about 0700 hours as a combination aerial and ground tour for 
the 10 passengers. 

Accordirrg to the pilot's statement, the aircraft was about 45 miles out 
from Imding at Hilo when the left engine's RPM began to fluctuate. Approximately 
1.5 miles from landing ai Hilo, the left engine qui! altogether. The pilot stated that 
the aiplane could not maintain f l i g h r  on one engine at 110 # I A S  and he ditched the 
aiihpiane in Hi10 Bay about 1 1/2 miles from the Hi10 airport- Tbe passengers exited 
the floating airplane and were picked up by rescue boats &hzt responded from the 
shore. 

The investigation revealed a mechanical failure in the !e€t engine. 
However, pilot single engine procedures and right engine power output were not 
rerified. 

6RASIp Inspection. An FAA Regional Aviation Safety Inspection Program 
special inspection conducted fcZnwing the accident of April 22, 1992. As a muin of the 
inspection, the company discoved that it did not have complete aircraft Eghr manuals and 
c o m t  weight and balance and major repair and alteration records. 
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As a result of this accident, FAA safety recornmendation 92.154 was 
submitted by the Honolulu Flight Standards District QSce (FSDO) on April 17, 
1992. The recommendation addressed the need for periodic verification of single 
engine performance in multiengine aircraft. 'Ihe Director, Flight Standards Service, 
declined to accept the recommendation for performance verification with the 
following comment: 

The Aircraft Certification Service advises us that the basic, 
longstanding philosophy beilind an aircraft type certificate is that 
proper maintenance will sustain the original aircraft performance. 
Therefore, with proper maintenance and approved equipment, the 
performance data in the aiqlane flight manual (AFM) will remain 
valid .... 

The philosophy that proper maintenance will sustain the original 
performance is contained in the FAR in Section 43.13(b), which 
states that: 

Each person maintaining or altering, or performing preventive 
maintenance, shall do that work in such a manner and use materials 
of such a quality, that the condition of the aircraft, airframe, aircraft 
engine, propeller, or appliance worked on will be at least eaual to 
its oripinal - or urowrlv altered condition (with regard to 
gemdvnamic function, structural strength, resistance to vibration 
and deterioration, and other aualities affecting airworthiness). 
(emphasis added) 

Therefore, the FAR follows the philosophy that if the operator 
properly maintains the aircraft, it will perform "at least equal to its 
origina \...aerodynamic function*' (e.g., AI% performance data). As 
previously stated, the recommendation lacks specific information on 
maintenance a5 well as conditions and equipment. 

No further action was directed by the FAA in regard to this case. 

In June 1989, an accident occurred under the previous certificate 
holder's name of Lani Bird Inc., d/b/a Scenic Air Tours? The airplane was on a D VFR sightseekg tour. ?he airplane, a BE-18, chashed in a scenic canyon area about 

7NTSB Accident Brief, June 11,1989, Waipio Valley, Hawaii. N34AP. 
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600 feet below the canyor, rim. There were 11 fatalities, and the airplane was 
destroyed. The Safety Board determined that the probab!e cause of the accident 
was improper in-flight planning and decision making by the pilot-in-command. 
Factors related to the accident iacluded Scenic Air Tour's lack of specific direction 
to its pilots concerning safety procedures for sightseeing r"lights. The Safety Board 
issued two recommendations to the FAA as a result of this accident as follows: 

Amend the operations specifications of commercial sightseeing 
operators to include appropriate restrictions md/or limitations 
concerning flight routes and operations near canyons. volcames, 
and glaciers. (A-89-108) 

Require the principal operations inspectors to encourage 
commercial sightseeing operators to place company policy, 
guidance and cautions about particular sightseeing highlights in their 
operations manuals. (A-89-109) 

In response to the Safety Board recommendations, on January 17, 
1992, the FAA issued Handbook Bulletin (HEXB) 92-01, Air ToWSightseeing 
Operations. (See appendix D). This bulletin directed principal operations 
inspectors (POis) to amend the operations specifications for their Sssigned 14 CFR 
Part 135 opeztors cor?ductbg air tocr operations wirhin the Grand Canyon Nationai 
Park. The bulletin also provided guidance for operations in parks, prominent 
attractions, and other areas such as those found in Hawaii. The bulletin advised 
POIs to remind operators to irrclude procedures in their operations manual for 
conducting air tour/sightseeing operations for areas other than the Grand Canyon. 

8 

The Safety Board recognizes that despite the wording of HBB 92-01, 
changes to the existing operations specifications of these air tour operators will sot 
necessarily result, since the FAA has limited authority to change, unilaterally, an 
operator's previously approved operations specifications. The bulletin should prove 
more effective for the initial approval of the operations specifications for new 
operators in the Grand Canyon area. 

In a letter to the Safety Board dated March 2, 1992, the Acting FAA 
Administrator considered the F M s  action to be complete on these safety 

8Use of the ward "rermnd' in MBB 92-01 carries no enforcement level; and 
compliance is not required. 
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recommendations and indicated that no furlher action was planned. The Safety 
Board responded on September 22, 1992; that accordingly, Safety Recommendation 
A-89-108 was classified as "Closed--Acceptable Alternate Action," and A-89-109 
was classified as "Closed--Acceptable Action.'' 

1.173 overview of %ghtseeing/Tour Operators 

Interviews with two fuced-wing and seven helicopter tour operators on 
Maui revealed that there are 120 aircraft on the island serving approximately 
250,OOO tourist passengers annually. The interviews revealed that the tourist market 
generates about $50,000,000 per year on Maui and that it still has the potential to 
@-ow- 

The majority of the helicopter tour operators on Maui are members of 
the Hawaii Helicopter Operators Association (HHOA], a Statewide organization. 
Joining HHOA is voluntary; member compliiance with the association d e s  is 
mandatory. Fmes are levied by the association for Mractions of the d e s ,  and pilots 
who axe repeat offenders are terminated by their employers. HHOA activities at the 
iime of the accident were limited to lobbying efforts and the "Fly Neighborly" noise 
abatement program. A flight safety program is not part of the activity. There is no 
association for fiied-wing airplane tour operators h Hawaii. 

The heficopter tour operators &tenviewed deescri?xd their epra&xs as 
"acceptably safe." Selection criteria for new helicopter pilots varied greatly among 
opemtors. One <*perator only hired wellqualified pilots with local experience whom 
he knew personally. All operators said that they contacted previous employers 
unless the new pilot was personally ~ O W R  to them. Three operators said that they 
checked the pilots' certificates through the FAA computer system. Two operators 
indicated that local flying experience in the Hawaiian environiment was more 
important than extensive fight h e  in a different envimnment, such as flying 
between oil paatforms in the Gulf of Mexico. 

One fixed-wing operator hired pilots already quuirlified under 14 CFR. 
Part 135 and only provided "differences" miniig. All operators provided IOE 
training on their respective tour routes, and on narration and orchestration of the 
tours. Emphasis was placed on avoiding noise-sensitive areas, radio 
communications procedum for tour conflict/collision avoidance and localized 
weather conditions. None of the helicopter tour operators provided IFR training, 
and none of the helicopters was equipped or certificated for EX flight. A review of 
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the operator's accidents was provided during W i n g ,  but infomation on the 
accidents of other operators was not provided. Further, risk assessment formal 
training was not provided. 

The pilots stated that their workload included providing nmt ion  of the 
sights, coordinating audio recordings with the sights indicated along the route of 
flight, answering questions posed by passengers, and communicating by radio (air to 
air and ATC). These duties are accomplished during flight in mountainous te& 
frequently in marginal weather conditions and in high traffic areas in the vicinity of 
the visitor zttractions. 

The majority of the operators interviewed reported seeing FAA 
inspxtors on an occasional basis, such as once or twice per month. The operators 
stated that an increased presence of qualified inspector personnel would greatly 
enhance ths safety of all operations by reducing the likelihood of operators engaging 
in questionabie practices. %re operators noted that since air tour flights can only 
function in a V.FR environment, the FAA does not participate in any tour route or 
aitiude selection or conduct any special surveillance of the interaction of air traffic 
between the vvious oprators and aircraft. 

Several operators suggested that resumes of all accidents in Hawaii 
should be provided to tour operators €or inclusion in their training program in order 
to "lean from the mistakes of others." 

1.17.4 Honolulu FSDO Staffkg 

The investigation revealed that staff shortages existed within the 
FSDO. Five POIs and five principle maintenance inspectors are authorized each 
with a staff of five inspector subordinates. There were three operations and five 
maintenance inspector position vacancies. Of eight inspectors hired since the end of 
FYW, three had left, one had applied to leave, and three had applied for hardship 
transfers. The stated hardship was financial. Employees said that salary did not 
compensate for the local cost of living. The FSDO was restricted from hiring 
outside the. FAA Western Pacific Region due to administrative constraints. 

l.P7.§ Previous Review of Air Tour Operations 

IE May 1986, the FAA Night Standards Division, Western Pacific 
Region, produced a "Final Report of Study of Helicopter Operations in the State of 
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Hawaii.” In addition to the helicopter-specific issues, this report dealt with FAA 
authority and responsibility to impose routes and altitudes applicable to sig!!tseeing 
operations, and the possibility of imposing limitations on Part 135 operators through 
operations specifications requirements. A recommendation in the study also called 
for the sightseeing exclusion of FAR Part 135.1@)(2) to be eliminated or amended 
by reducing the 25-mile operating radius h m  the deparhm airport. The evaiuation 
team questioned whether a different level of safety should exist between Part 135 
and Part 91 operations based only on the radius of flight operations. 

Although records indicate that the recommendations were passed to the 
appropriate FAA Headquarters offices, there is no indication that any of ihe 
recommendations were adopted. 

1.17.6 Other Air Tour Accidents 

In a ten year period ending in 1992, the Safety Board investigated 12 
fatal accidents invoiving fured wing air tour operators, 8 of which were in or near 
the Grand Canyon Nationai Park. The other four occurred in the State of Hawaii. b There was one nonfatal airplane ditching in Hawaii. The 12 fatal accidents resulted 
in 96 fatalities. Six of these i 2  fatal accidents occurred when a controllable aircraft 
was flown into terrain. ( S e e  appendix E). The Safety Boards Southwest Regional 
office near Los Angeles responds to aviation accidents in Hawaii, California, 
Nevada and Arizona. A resume’ of their air tour-related accident investigations is 
contained in appendix F. 

As a result of these investigations, the Safety Board has expressed its 
concern about the safsty and oversight of the air tour industry. Some of the 
recommendations issued by the Safety Board addressed problems specific to the 
Grand Canyon area and to the operators providing scenic flights over the Grand 
Canyon. 

The FAA has taken several responsive actions, inciuding the issuance 
of Special Federal Aviation Regulation (SFAR) 50-2 that became effective on 
May 27, 1988. It prescribed special flight rules for operation in the vicinity of the 
Grand Canyon National Park. The FAA Handbook 8400.10 Bulletin 92-10 sets 
guidelhes for FAA Regiar-al and Right Standards District Office personnel on the b rules established in SFAR 50-2 and the surveillance of air tour operators. The 
provisions of SFAR 50-2 are temporary because they must be renewed on a regular 
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basis and s e c t  only the Grand Canyon air tour operatiom. The rule was extended 
in 1992 to remain in effect until June 15,1995. 

On June 18, 1986, at 0855 MST, a Grand Canyon Airlines DHC-6, 
N76GC (Twin Otter), call sign Canyon 6, took off from runway 21 of the Grand 
Canyon Airport. The flight, a scheduled air tour over Grand Canyon National Park, 
was to be about 50 minutes h duration. Shortly thereafter, at 0913, a Helitech Bell 
206B (Jet Ranger), N6TC, call sign Tech 2, began its approximate 30 minute, on- 
demand tour of the Grand Canyon. It took off from its base at a helipoft adjacent to 
State route 64 in Tusayan, Arizona, about 5 miles south of the main entrance to the 
South rim of the National Park. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed. ?he 
two aircraft collided at an altitude of 6,500 feet msl in the area of the Toronto 
Plateau. There were 18 passengers and 2 flight crewmembers on the DHC-6 and 4 
passengers and 1 flight crewmember on the Bell 206B. All 25 passengers and 
crewmembers on both aircraft were killed as a esuit of the collision. 

Although the investigation of the accident was focused primarily on the 
routes used and the measures necessary to reduce the risk of collision in the Grand 
Canyon, other safety issues peripheral to the investigation prompted the Safety 
Board to issue the following recommendations: 

Apply to revenue air tour flights the sane flight and duty time 
limitations that apply to operations conducted under 
14 C R  135.265. (Ciass E, Priority Actios) (A-87-91) 

Require pilots of revenue air tour flights to use a public address 
system, intercom, or similar system while narrating air tour flight. 
(Class IJ, Priority Action) (A-87-92) 

Require all revenue air tmr flights, regardless of the distance flown, 
to be subject to the regulatory provisions of 14 CFR Part 135, and 
not 14 CFR Part 91. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-87-93) 

The FAA first responded to these safety recommendations in an 
October 13, 1987, letter in which they committed to include the issues described in 
the Boards recommendations in the ongoing Federal Aviation Administration 
review of the feasibility of amending 14 CFR 135.1(b)(2) and 14 CFR 135.265. 
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The Board replid on November 9, 1987, stating that positive action 
was expected on these issues. Based on the FAA's response, Safety 
Recommendations A-87-91, -92 and -93 were classified as "Open--Acceptable 
Action." 

The FAA responded a second time on July 28, 1992, stating €or Safety 
Recommendation A-87-91 that: 

Concern over air safety and aircraft noise resulted in the enactment 
of Public Law 100-91 on August I ,  1987. The law imposed flight 
restrictions at Grand Canyon National Park in Arizona, YosemiFe 
Nation& Park in California, and Haleakala National Park in Hawaii. 
The Federal Aviation Administration established the "Grand 
Canyon National Park Special Flight Rules Area" (special Federal 
Aviation Regulatian (SFAR) 50-2) to comply with a concern for 
controlling Dverflights. Special Federal Aviation Regulation 50-2 
governs the airspace in and over Grand Canyon National Park. 
Under the SFAR, air tours and sightseeing flights conducted within 
the Grand Canyon National Park airspace now require opemtors to 
hold 14 CFR Part 135 certification with special authorizations on 
their operations specifications. The air tour operators are a mix of 
on-demand and commuter carriers. Special routes and procedures 
were developed to accomda te  the high volumes of air traffic in 
Grand Canyon National park. The designated routes and altitudes 
are intended to enhance collision avoidance procedures. Flight 
Standards inspectors also worked with an interagency canogrdphic 
committee to publish a special Grand Canyon visual flight rules 
aeronautical chart depicting the airspace, routes, and reporting 
points of the park. 

Recently, the Western-Pacific Region Flight Standards Division 
established a designated surveillance unit within the Las Vegas 
Flight Standards District office to oversee the Gmrd Canyon 
National Park flight operations. The unit will enhance the visibility 
of the FAA in the Grand Canyon National Park operations arena 
and increase safety compliance. The FAA is presently working to 
procure automated weather reporting equipment for the Canyon 
route structure to relieve the present lack of available weather 
informatios for pilots. 

... :A, 
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As a part of the overall effort to address safety issues related to air 
tour operators, the FAA exanined the issue of flight and rest 
limirations at an FMoperator meting in December 1991. TIE 
consensus of the operators was against additional flight and rest 
requinments as specified in 14 CFR 135-245. I believe that as a 
result of the measures taken to address this safety issue-- 
SFAR 50-2, the requkment for all operators to hold 14 CFR 
Part 135 certficates and operations specifications, and the 
additional oversigi%t by the Las Vegas Fight Standards Districi 
Office-fiuther restrictioa concerning flight and duty &me 
limitations no longer necessary as requested by this safety 
recommendation 

'Ke FAA letter then stated that no further action was planned on Safe@ 
Recommendation A-87-91. 

For Safety Recommendation A-87-92, the FAA stated in the July 28. 
1992. letter: 

The FAA has surveyed the Grand Canyon air tour operators and has 
determined that almost all operators are using automated tour 
narration to accommodate the needs of both foreign and domestic 
customers. It was also determined that in smaller aircraft a pirot can 
easily taBk to passeqers without the aid of an electronic system. 
Based on the resuits of the survey, i do not "oeiieve that ~puiatory 
action is necessary. 

For Safety Recommendation A-87-93, the FAA stated in th& same 
letter: 

The FAA is reviewing the possibility of regulatory acnon to bring 
all sightseeing operations, except gliders and balloons, under ~ 1 s  
requiiements of 14 CE2 Part 135. 

The FAA promised to keep the Board apprised of the FAA's progress 
on Safety Recommendation A-87-93. 



'Ihe investigation determined that the airplane was mzintaked in 
accordance wit! applicable Federal Aviation Regulations (FARsj and company 
op -ations specifcations. There was no evidence of any preexistkg &hme or 
engine discrepancy. Because SAT was approved by the FAA to opera* VFR ody, 
checks of Wlane flight and navigation inswments to the smdards required for 
instnunent flight were not required. The operational status cf the flight instmments 
and the radio and navigation equipment wu!d not be ascertained from the wxckage. 
However, persons who flew the airplane in the days prior to the accident did not 
Fca:l my aberrations in the flight or k the navigation equipment. There was no 
evidence of any preimpact failure of systems, stnrcture or powelplants. 

The investigation revealed that the captain was in good he&& and bad 
proper FAA medical certification at the time of the accident. Exmination of &e 
toxicological specimen, obtained from the captain following the accident 
established that he was not under the influence of, or impaired by. drugs or alcohol 
at the time of the accident. The activities of the captain during the 72 hours prior to 
the accident were unrerrmkable. There was no evidence that physiological issues 
were a factor in the accident. 

There wer, no reported navigation or comunications facility 
axmalies or military activities that would h a w  contributed to the accident. 

Recorded radar tracking information indicated that, upon departing the 
north coast of Hawaii at Upolu Point, the accident airplane proceeded toward the 
kiaieakala Volcano crater on Maui. The radar information also revealed that while 
proceeding toward the crash site, the a@Iane maintained a continuously climbing 
flight profile aqd crossed the shoreline of Matii at 8.100 feet ms. 

The final minute of flight was ~ o t  observed on radar due to (emin 
interference with the line of sight radar transmissions. ?he heading of the aircraft at 
the crash site of about 200 degrees i s  not consistent with the last recorded radar 
track between 300- and 3204egrees magnetic. The Safety Board believes tkat 
during the last few seconds of the l-minute interval, the pilot attempted evasive 
m u v e r s  close YO the ground surrounding the volcano crater to avoid striking the 
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terrain. The wreckage condition indicated a trajectory with litt!e forward ZIO~~OR 
and high vertical impact forces. 

The m k a g e  pattern is consistent with ground contact in a stalled 
condition. The Safety Board believes that maneuvering i n t ~  such a flight attitude 
would not have been necessary or attempted if the flight k ~ 2  * & s  rmducP< m 
visual meteorological conditions as required €or VF% flight. VFR wpua a 
minimum flight visibility of 3 staate miles and various distances from clouds. If 
these conditims had existed along the flightpath, the mountainous terrain leading to 
tk crater -aoufd have been visible and avoided by the piiot during his climb toward 
Maui. 

~. 

9 

The Safety Board tried to determine why the pilet, after passing Upolu 
Point, devianzd from both his intended flight plan and tis stated inenticn to overfly 
R-3 104. Why he did not circumnavigate clouds that ?resented less than VMC over 
Maui is also unclear. 'Ke track that he was obserted t'; fiy, 300- KO 32ldegrees 
magnetic, lead di ic t ly  toward the high terrain, which is one of the most prominent 
Bandmarks in the Hawaiian Islands. SAT pilots were well aware that k y  were 
authorized to conduct operations only in VMC and to deviate from designated 
mutes only to the extent necessary to avoid weather. 

Consideration was given to the possibility that the pilot intended to 
zmrn $0 Ka!a!t?i Aiqxr! (Man$ to hoard the SAT emuloyee who was dropped off 
dw+ng the earlier mming flight. However, the c a p t a ~ s  VFR fight plan &ct to 
MFJL and the clearance to overtly the hland ox' Kahocdawe (Ft-3104) at 6,500 feet 
i n d i c a &  th7t Re planned to proceed on a more westeriy and Caict course. The 
mtricted area is south of Maui m d  the company-designated return route. The 
captain's interfion to navigate. well south of Maui seems reasonable considering the 
weather etaat was affecting the southeastern portion of the island. The Safety Board 
conclucied ahat a return fl@t to Kahdui Airport was x t  intended. 

Ano$her possibility considered was that the pilot diverted from the 
standard mute of flight to show the Mount Haleakala volcano crater to his 

%.sic VFR weatber n h m  are contained in FAR 91.155. The minimum Q 
distances frm clouds for the accident flight were 500 feet below, 1,000 feet above and 2,000 fee2 
horizontal. 
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pssengers. Postacciden: observatiom indicate that rhe weather dong &e 
southemeem slope and the surnmit the crater was not suitable for visual 
sightseeing activity. me cap+& would have 'ken 2ware of this fact upon de-g 
Upoiu Point as k surveyed the horizon to &e west and northvest. Consequently, 
this possibility was discounted because of the weather in the H-!e a &fa ma.  
hvestigators also C O R S ~ ~ ~ I ~  the possibility that passengers attempted to lure piW. 
with gratuities to deviate from ~i intended route; hswever. ssch a practis could 
not be substantiated. 

Also at the time of his departure hzs Hilo the pi101 was a w m  &at 
upon deplaning his passengers in HNL, he was to fly to Maui to board ad&&& 
tourists md return them to HNL. Consequently, ?he captain knew t h t  adhering to 
his intended route sche3ule was a necessity. hvestlgators were toid Fhat SAT pilois 
were we!l aware that the expense a?? profit of each tour flight were predicated upon 
adherkg to the designated fight route. The pilots knew that deviations from the 
route directly affected the profitability of the operation and could therefore 
adversely affect their job security. 

M e r  careful consideration, the Safety Board was unabfe to identi? 
any reason why the captain would intentiondly establish and maintain a direct 
course toward mountainous terrain. Because of the prevailing weather conditions. 
the mountains were neither visible to him nor scheduled to be over flown on the 
tour. For these reasons, the Safety B Q Z ~  considered wkther the deviation was 
unintentional. 

The difference in heading between the planned flight track and the 
actual flight tract was approximately 23 degrees. The disparity between the two 
headings should have been readily apparent to the captain. Reasonable explanations 
€or his failure to recognize the difference inchde relying on his memory rather than 
using the VFR navigation sectional chart or another aid to verify the proper flight 
headings; failing to compare the inherent precession errcrs of the gyroscopic 
direction indicator with the magnetic compass to verify the acrual head&: and 
reduced visibility from the usual weather panem that normally allowed the captain 
to fly between the islands solely by use of outside references. 

A: 
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Ihe cappain may have failed PO resei ~k directional gyro in a regular 
ad timely manner to compensate for precessim, making his hajing i,zei:~mr 
Imreliabk and contributing to a course error. N342E was noF intended to be flown 
in instnunent conditions; therefore. the reliability of its heading indicator, and its 
susceptibility to precession, was not known with any degree of accuracy: and 
destntctiion of the instrumentation at impact precIuded a determination of its pre- 
accident condition. The pilot who flew the airplane the day before &e accident 
f w d  it necessary to reset the heading indiator every 10 to 20 minutes, indicaMg 
that precession effects were sufficient to require regulx adjustments. 

The Safety Board believes that the captain did not refer to an 
~romuticat  chart or other references for rtavigatioc idomation w ~ e  p&orming 
this flight. Evidence indicates that instead he relied on Ns memory to navigate. 

Three Hawaiian island VFR sectional charts were discovered in the 
wreckage; all the charts were folded in the aiptain's bag. The captain had 
previously prepared a memory aid that displzyed rtavigation infomation ia a ready 
reference format. It was not in his possession at the time of the accident b ~ t  =as 
discovered at his home. No other navigation references were fwmd in the 
wreckage. 

However, the most plausible explanation for +&e anhtention& routing is 
a failupe of the captain to turn the ormi bearing selector (eBS) to the desired course 
radial while tracking outbound 02 the UTP VOR. Radar data indicate that when t h e '  

airplane was passing the UPP VOR, it m e 3  from a westerly heading to a 
northwesterly heading toward Maui. The accident site is on the 310 radial of the 
UPP VOR at the 33 DME. The radial from the UPP VOR to R-3104. the captain's 
intended overfiight p i n t ,  is appmxlrnately 287. a difference of 23 degrees. The 
Safety Board tried to determine whether any similarities existed between the 
accident flight and the captain's previous f l i g b  It was discovered that the haring 
of t ie accident site from the ZJPP VQR (310 degrees) was identical PO the radial that 
SAT piiots routinefy follow when they are flying outbound from Hiio Airport. The 
310 degree radial from the IT0 VOR is customarily used for guidance by company 
pilots on flights depming Hilo for a popblar scenic attraction on %he norih shore of 
the island The same 310-degree radial also provides the initial flight track for the 
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Available weather data indicate that the veiwity of the winds aloft was 
not appreciable (from 4 knots to 14 knots) relative to the speed of the airplane 
during the climbout. Consequently, as the airplane continued toward Maui, a 
minimal wind comctim angle would have existed between the magnetic compass 
mi? the cowse &v+ation indicator centered- on ~Eie UYF' 3 iu  radiai due to 
wind drift. 

The weather briefmg that the HNL FSS provided to the captain was 
accurate. The briefing advised of marginal VER conditions and that F k  fight was 
not recommended over the interior section of all islands. To a pilot 'knowkdgeale 
about the characteristics of weather formation in the Hawaiian Islands, the briefing 
would have indicated that the IFR weather affecting the islands was predo-tly 
land based. 

The cloud cover that the captain encountered, and was apparently 
attempting to climb over as he proceeded in a northwesterly direction from Uplu 
Point, should have been an indication to him that he was heading toward Maui and 
Mt. H d d l a .  Uander the existing atmospheric conditions, no other land mass in the 
area could have generated the orographic lifting of clouds at the altitude in which he 
emountered &em. However, haze and clouds between the aiIplane and Mom 
Haleakala could have obscured the observation of a distinctive cloud mass over the 
island. 

As the pilot passed abeam Upolu Point, his next n o d  landfail would 
have been Kahoolawe, which underlies R-3104. The island was about 45 nmi west 
of his position. The temin elevation is less than 2,000 feet m s l .  The Safety Board 
believes that the captain could not see the island because of haze and scattered 
clouds. Therefore, he would have had to rely on memory for the correct heading or 
have referenced the appropriate VFR navigation chart for the area. The Safe9 
Board beiieves that given the weather conditions along the intended route of flight 
and the rehtive close proximity to mo~tainous ternin, the captain should have 
Fefened to the navigation chaxt to verify the appropriate navigation facility, 
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'I%e Sdety Board 'believes that the captain's response to an inquiry 
fpom a €oUewing campmy Pli@ using words to the effect. "I am 37 DME off 
up&, sI.p..IyvJ 4-ah- I --; sn=i " indicates that the cap&& did nQt have a recognizable land 
mass ien sight, The choice of words ais0 indicates riiai. ike cz@& was navigating 
outbound off tk UPP VOR. ahe locatio~ of the actual crash site (39 D E )  
indicates that the accident 0ccti;red a very short dine after that madio Ransmksion 
book place. 

-1- 

&-& t& s.s-ety Bo.& mot.psi&veiy 
potentid mvigatiomi emrs may have m m d ,  the Board believes that the 
deviation was uninientiod and that a combinmion of Q ~ I - & o ~ &  emrs was 
responsible for the deviation from the established tour route by Scenic 22 while the 
flight was operating in EMC. The Sdety Board believes that the captain's judgment 
was faulty when. in violation of FAR Part 91, he chose to continue W R  fight into 
M C  during c h b o u t  in ita m a  of high terrain. 

2.3 Tie Captain's Experience and Judgment 

The captain was certificated and qualified in accordance with 
applicable FA&,. The captain's log book was not avail2ble for verification of his 
a e m ~ ~ t i d  experience; however, a reconstmction of his flying experience from 
previous employers and FAA records indicated that he did not possess the 
experience required by the compuly operations manual. 

It is common practice ia the industry to use flight hours as an hdicator 
of aeronautical skill. Pilot fight hours are a universa! me2sure of pilot experience 
and competence, and they play a role in evaluating a pilot's abiiity to make sound 
aeronautical decisions. 

The investiga?ion disclosed that the captain had signifim~tly 
misrepresented his profzssional credentials concerning his flight experience, 
training, and employment on resumes and employment applications. As a result, 
several employers dismissed or rejected the captain when his aeronautical skills 
failed to meet qualifications an4'0r pxformarrce standards for various pilot 
pitiom. 
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cockpit. In addition to the promotion efforts by accident prevention program 
managers, the FAA has added ADM publications to the reference list of 
pubfications in each edition of the Practid Test Standards. 

As a result, on May 8, 1992, the Safety Board classified the 
recommendation "Closed--Acceptable Action," but requested in its response that the 
FAA consider the inclusion of such information in air carrier training programs, 
Part 141 pilot schools, flight instructor semirim, and discussions in biemfai flight 
reviews. 

The facts and circumstances of this accident mise the questirm of 
whether the issuance of AC 60-22 is adequate. The Safety Board believes thdt the 
FAA should aggressi.;ely encourage all commercial operators to adopi 
comprehensive ADM training programs thmgh the issuance of guidance to P O P S .  
The guidance should require that the PQIs encoumge &z development of ADM 
programs for commercial operators. 

23.1 Scenic Air Tours Preemployment Check 

The Safety Board believes that the captain's strong desire to advance to 
employment as a pilot with an air carrier motivated hirn to mislead prospective 
employers about his flight experience and employment record. As noted, SAT 
management did not conduct a substantive preemployment background check to 
verify his experience, tpaining, and employment history. SAT did not have a 
background check policy, md such a policy was not required. SAT management 
did comply with an existing FAA requirement to conduct a background check sole!y 
for security purposes. SATs failure to verify the previous employment experience 
contributed to the accident because it led to the employment of a pilot who was not 
quaWkci, under SATs own employment Miteria, for the position. 

The Safety Board has previously addressed pnxmployment screening 
of pilots folloiving the investigation of the crash of Continental Airlines flight 1713 
(under 14 CFR Part 121) at Denver, Colorado, on November 11, 1987,13 and 
following the crash of Aloha IslandAir flight 17 12 (under 14 CFR Part 135) at 
Molokai, Hawaii, on October 28, 1989.14 As a result of the Denver investigation, 
the Safety Board issued the following recommendation to the FAA: 

13NTSB Aim& Accident Report, NTSB/AAR-88/09. 
14NTSB Aircraft Accident Report, NTSB/AAR-90-05. 
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Require commercial opentors to conduct substantive background 
checks of pilot applicants, which include verification of personal 
flight records and examination of training, performance, and 
disciplinary and other records of previous employers, the Federal 
Aviation Administrztion safety and enforcement records. (Class II, 
Priority Action) (A-88-141) 

The FAA agreed with the intent of the recommendation but did not 
believe that the benefits derived fiom such a regulatory change wou!d outweigh the 
costs of promulgating and enforcing it, and placed the scope and standards for such 
screening entirely upon the volun+iuy efforts of operators. The Safety Board 
classified the recommendation as "Closed--Unacceptable ActioxdSuperseded" m.d 
;CC..d *he +-,,I1,,..,Am ..,.,..-.-...a"A..+:-.. .-,:*L --la:.:-- 1 1 ---.- ---  C-IS---L-- A- 

commuter accident in Hawaii: 
=- S V ~ W . - ~ U X ~  I ~ ~ W ~ ~ P X L ~ ~ L U P U V I I  wru l  G U W L I U I I ~ ~  Eeqijuagc rulluwulg KiC 

Require commercial operators to conduct substantive background 
checks of pilot applicants, which include verification of personaI 
flight records and examination of training, performance, and 
disciplinary aad other records of previous employers, the Federal 
Aviation Administration safety and enforcement records, and the 
National Driver Register. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-141) 

The FAA responded in February 1991, and stated that it did not yet 
beiieve that a requirement for pilot screening was necessary. It pointed out that the 
Secretsiry of Transportation, in a 1988 letter to the chief executive officers of all air 
carriers, had encouraged the use of FAA data bases to verify the validity of an 
applicant's certificate and safety history. The FAA said that it had issued FAA 
Action Notice 8430.26, which instructed principal operations inspectors to provide a 
copy of the notice to all carriers to remind them of their responsibilities in this area 
and to increase surveillance of pilot certification records dwiig routine inspections. 
It issued an Air Carrier Operations Bulletin (ACOB) to reiierate the content of the 
Secretary's letter and the action notice and to include in for ma ti^^ on the availability 
and use of the National Driver Register. The Safety board classified the response as 
"Closed--Unacceptable Action in October 1992." 
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Q Aloha IslandAir, urging it to implement a substantive preemployment screening 
pficy. The airline subsequently did so and, during the course of this accident 
investigation, the Safety Board learned that the captain of SAT 22 had applied for a 
pilot position with Aloha IslandAir, His application was rejected, based upon 
preemployment screening by Aloha IslandAir, when it was discovered that the 
captain had misrepresented his employment history. 

The Safety Board believes that this example underscores the 
importance of substantive pnxmploymeai screening practices and further 
demonstrates the need for the FAA io q u i r e  commercial operators to implement 
such program. The SafeQ Board has urged the FAA to do so following three 
recent accident investigations involving a major airline, a scheduled commuter 
&dinei and this accident involving - a nonscheduled, on-demand operator 

2.4 Search and Rescue Issue 

When SAT flight 22 struck the terrain, the impact set off the ELT 
(emergency locator transmitter) aboard the airplane. A receiver site nearby detected 
the signal for about 7 minutes;'6 however, this time interva! was insufficient to Q 
determine the geographical position of the signal using existing surveillance satellite 
technology. More than an additional hour elapsed before the operator reported the 
airplane overdue. 

The search and rescue operations for SAT flight 22 utiliid both land 
and sea-based resources. The search was conducted over a large m a  of the State 
based on the last known position of the airplane, the route of flight, and its 
destination. Although the target was being recorded, the radar data were not used in 
rhe search because the track was not monitored. 

The area of the islands that make up the State of Hawaii is small 
compared with the smunding ocean area. Airplanes Operating in the state fly over 
vast stretches of water while remaining within 50 miles of land. Air WIC radar 
coverage of Hawaii is extensive except for gaps that are attributed to the 
mountainous topography of the islands. The air traffic radar system can 
accommodate additional aircraft that have radar beacon bansponders capable of 
discrete identification. The Safety Board believes that operators should operate 

16A postimpact ground fm may have progressed at this point to havt rendered the 
mit unsaviccable. 
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with discrete radar identifkation and full-time radar surveillance .nenever it is 
available. Such practice can lead to rapid and efficient recognition of iost or 
downed aircraft an8 enhance search and rescue efforts. 

2.5 The Air Tour Industry In Hawaii 

During the on-scene investigation, an attempt was made to quanw the 
size and scope of the air tour industry in Hawaii, as well as to develop an 
operational overview. Although d e f ~ t i v e  data were not available, Safety Board 
investigators were able to collect data that suggests that the air tour industry serves 
approximately l,OOO,OOO passengers within Hawaii annually. Sightseeing 
operations are conducted under both 14 CFR Parts 135 an3 91 using fixed and 
rotary wing aircraft. ~~ The ~ ~ regulatory differences for the various operations g e n e d y  
pertain to required levels of pilot experience, minimum training requirements and 
standards for aircraft maintenance. 

The Safety Board's inquiry established that the policies and practices of 
the air tour operators varied considerably and that the industry appears to lack D struc~~re. ~tthough a professional association of helicopter oprators exists in 
Hawaii, participation is voimtary. The Hawaii State Department of Aviation does 
nor regulate or provide oversight of air tour operators. The F M s  oversight is 
conducted through its standard cextification and inspection processes with no 
particular emphasis placed on air tou: operators, regardless of the size, scope or 
nature of their operations. The extent of FAA surveillance of the operators also 
varies depending on the type of operation and the regulatory rules pertaining tkreto. 

The absence of specialized oversight of Aese air tour operators by the 
FAA is of concern to the Safety Board. Air tour mute and altitude separation is 
neither monitored, nor required to be monitored, under cumnt FAA regulations. 
Aiir traffic counts near the major tourist sights have not been undertaken. AWougb 
helicopter operators i? Hawaii do broadcast some of their mOVerxRtS on a common 
frequency, fixed wing pilots do not participate in this program. 

2.5.1 Honolulu FSDO Surveillance 

The Honolulu FSDO surveillance of SAT was insufficient to discover 
deficiencies found by the FAA RASP and the Safety Boards investigation. Ihe 
surveillance activities appeared to be hampered by undeerstaffig, a continuing 
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,ir problem at the Honolulu FSDO. Following its investigation of Aloha IslandA 
flight 1712,17 the Safety Board resommmdeii that the FAA: 

Perform a special stddy of the adequacy of Flight Standards District 
W~ce staffiig considering the avaihbility of work hours, the 
geographic area of responsibility, and the size and complexity of the 
assigned operations. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-90-136) 

This safety recommendation remains classified as "Open-Acceptable 
Response" as a result of a response from the FAA Acting Administrator dated 
February 11,1992, which states, in part: 

The contractor is currently tabulating the results of approximately 
100 interviews with fieid aviation safety inspecios. '+&a 2 1  
effort is completed, the COnLrCtor will present the FAA with 
revised staKing standards. 

Several iqukies were made by Safety Board staff regarding the results 
of the staiing study; however, the results were not available as of the end of 1992. 
The Safety Bsard continues to support the need for more stringent FSDO 
suxveillmce and reiterates a recommendation to the FAA to act promptly on this 
issue. 

?Pse FAA does not possess naiionwide statistical data revealing the 
specific flying activity of the air tour industry. Operators are not required to report 
flying hours, fight segments or passengers carried. Therefore, the Safety Board 
cannot compare the accident rates of the air tour operators with the rates o€ 
comuer  and on-demand air taxi operators. Howevsr, the accident history in the 
State of Hawaii and the Grand Canyon, in addition to those air tour operator 
accidents identified earlier in this report, indicate that the air tour industry has a 
need for greater FAA attention than it now receives. This industry currently 
ti-ampom approximately 2,800,060 passengers mually according to estimates by 
air tour industry spokespersons. 
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Currently, many c€ these O~XX~SRS,  such as scenic todrs con&cted 
within 25 nmi of tbe depamre point, are cmducted under tkte provisions of 14 CFR 
Part 91, which is less stringent than the rules governing commuter and on-demand 
air taxi operations. Although the differences in these operating mles were not a 
factor in this accident since SAT was required to meet the provisions of Part 135, 
the Safety Board has addressed the concern about the adequacy of the regulations 
pe-ining to, and the FAA oversight of, the air tour industry. Following a ddaii 
collision over the Grand Canyon in 1986, the Safety Board issued 3 safety 
recommendations addressing air operations. See Section 1.17.4 for a Mi 
discussion of these recommendations and the FAA respomes to ?he 
recommendations. 

Based on the Board's findings in this recent accident in Hawaii, and on 
IW r ~ v i ~ w  UI &IC CMJ yumturt as stated i~ iii h i y  25, t n L ,  response IG SaTety 
Recommendations A-87-91, -92, and -93, the Board believes that the FAA should 
revise the FAR'S to create a specific classitkation for, and operating rules 
governing, commercial air tour operations. Since the FAA has declined to act on the 
issues cited by the Board in Safety Recommendation A-87-91, and has not reported 
any progress on its review of Safety Recommendation A-87-93, the Board has 
classified these two recommendations as "Closed--Unacceptable 
ActiodSuperseded' by Safety Recommendations A-93-8 through A-12 issued with 
this report. We urge the FAA to act expeditiously t~ begin this ruIemaking 
initiative. 

:*" __._^__. -c L^ F A  *L __ifr:-_ +Ann 

Based on the FAA's findings related to the extensi.ve voluntary use of 
automated tour narration devices, Safety Recommendation A-87-92 has been 
classified as "Closed--Nc Longtr Applicable." 

The Board believes that the FAA should review the nature and 
structure of the air tour industry and assess the risks posed by air tour operators 
based on geographical, environmental, operational, air traffic and passenger 
enplanement considerations. For example, many operatcrs conduct relatively short 
flights and thus accrue an abnormal ratio of flight cycles to flight hours, 
necessitating special considerations in their aircnft maintenance programs. Weather 
conditions unique to the geographical area of operation should be considered when 
evaluating pilot and aircraft instrument flight capabilities. Further consideration 
should be given to the structured flow gf traffic, flight following requirements and 
radar coverage in al-eas where kdgh density air tour operations can result in potential 
collision situations. Air mdr operators should have operations specifications and 



manuals that address these consem. Clearly, oprators &at any his! volempr;es of 
passengers on muftiple daily flights or that have ground and Eght opt?rati:ar& that 
exhibit characteristics typically associated with Part 935 C Q ~ U ~ H  operations, 
including daily flight fqsency,  advertised schedules, standard ecur mutes, 
fomaiked reservation or ticketiig procedures, terminal biiildings and passenger 
waitir3g areas, should be subject to a greater degree of regulation &id oversight thara 
&;it provided to more typical on-elemand air taxi operations. However, the Safety 
Board aIso believes that the srnafler air tow o p e n t ~ r ~  that fly ordy a few short 
mutes and carry few passengers in noncomplex aircraft require greater FAA 
@dance, Standards, and surveillance than currently exists. 

Staff disclssions between Safety Board investigators and FAA night 
Standards and Air Traffic pemonnel have focused on the appropriateness of the 
existing feded repiations that govern these i-y-ps of o p i z t ~ r s  %e zed $0 

establish an increased level of safety through the application of specific standards 
that address the unique aspects of air tour operations. The Safety Board recognizes 
that the existing FAR 135 requimnents and the FAA Ai TransporWion Inspector's 
Handbook 8400.10, in p&cular Handbook Bulletin 92-01 (see appendix D), 
provide standards and guidance for the operator and the Principal Operations 
Inspector. However, these regulations do not address m y  of the unique 
characteristics and safety needs of air tour operations. The Safety Board believes 
the FAA can enhance the level of safety of these operations either by expanding the 
eristing regulatory framework (Part 135), or by creating a new part for commercial 
air tour flights. 

The Safety Board believes that the FAA should identify airspace that is 
subject to commercial air tour activity and that m y  require special air traffic 
procedures for environmental protection or to reduce the potzntial for midair 
collision. The G m d  Canyon SFAR area is an example of a VFR airspace that 
requires specific a1rGorization in the operator's Part 135 operations specifications 
through the approval of the local FSDO. The Safety Board believes that the State of 
Hawaii qaliies for this action due to the unique geography, abundaxe of air tour 
attractions, presence of numerow airports, and the intermix of helicopter and fixed 
wing air traffic. 

The Safety Board believes that the FAA must be prepared for h i s  
added Tegulatory role. It should ensure Mat the regulatory basis and surveillance 
resources are in place to regulate and oversee the operations, equipment, aimen, 
and airspace associated with the implementation of a "commercial air tour operator'' 

a 
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3.1 Findings 

1. The airplane was ceecated,  equipped, and maintained in 
accordance with FAA regulations and approved Scenic Air 
Tours procedures. 'Ihe airplane was operated within its 
prescribed weight and center of gravity l i tations.  

2. There was no pmxisting problems with the airplane, its 
systems, or powerplants that contributed to the accident. 

3. The captain was certificated and medically qualified for the 
flight. 

~~ 
~~ 

4. The pilot did not possess the minimum hours of experience 
stipulated in the company operations manual to qualify as a 
captain, either at the time he was hired by Scenic Air Tours, or 
at the time of the accident. 

5. The ~ptain falsified the employment application and resume 
when he applied for a pilot position at Scenic Air Tours. 
Company personnel were not aware of these falsifications 
because they did not pursue substantive preemployment 
background checks of the aeroAmutical experience of the pilot, 
nor wece they required by the FAA to do so. 

6. Although Scenic Air TQW flights were required to be conducted 
under VFR, the captain contimed the flight into instrument 
meteorological csncitions that prevailed along the eastem and 
southern slope of Mt. Haleakala on the Island of Maui. 

7. The captain either did not see or did not evaluate the significance 
of an upsloping cloud layer that was produced by orographic 
liftirig phenomenon of Mn. Haieakala. 

8. The captain apparently did not make visual cok:tact with the ( 
rising terrain on Mt. Haieakala until the final seconds of the 
flight because it was obscured by clouds. 
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9. The captain mistakenly deviated from his intended route 
apparently “%cause he did not use his navigation charts to 
confirm the correct heading and radial outbound from Uplu 
Point. His navigation error went undetected because he failed to 
adequately crosscheck progress of the flight using navigation 
aids available to him. 

10. Ihe work of the Honolulu FSDO was insufficient to discover 
deficiencies found by the FAA Regional Aviatio~ Safety 
Inspection Program and the Safety Board‘s investigation of this 
accident. 

11. It is difficult to calculate specific accident exposure data for air 
tour operatoss, and other industry comparisons a~ not possible, 
‘because an FAA nationai data base h m  which to evaiuate the 
magnitude of air tour operations does not exist. 

12. Regulations are needed for air tour operators that will enable 
FAA inspectors to require, rather than merely encourage, 
operators to adhere to procedures that offer the safety 
improvements of SFAR 50-2 and FAA Handbook 8400.10 
Bulletin 92-01. 

3.2 Probable Cause 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable 
cause of this accident was the captain’s decision to continue visual flight into 
instr!mnt mete~roiogical conditions that obscamd rising mountainous terrain and 
his failure to properly use available navigational information to remain clear of the 
Island of Maui. 

Contributing to the accident was the failure of Scenic Air Tours to 
conduct substantive pilot preemployment background screening, and the failm of 
the Federal Aviation Administration to require commercial operators to conduct 
substantive pilot preemployment screening. 



Revise the Federal Aviation Regulatims as needed to create a 
sp&&c classification for, and opera*&g rules goveming, 
cornmedal &r tour operators based on the conqdexity of flight 
operations, &raft frown, flight fquency, nwnkr of passengers 
carried, air traffic densities in the areas of operation, and other 
relevant factors. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-93-8) 

Wb!irh cx?Erpek-sive operzitiom S~ificaltOns and operations 
~ a n u a ~  --men& for the wtitication of comer cia^ air tour 
oprators mder a new or revised segulatory category. (Class E, 
Priority Action) (A-93-9) Q 
Identify airspace which warrants special protection due to the 
psence of commercial air tour operations. Create special 
operating rules for swh airspace to reduce the potential for midair 
collisions and othzr accidents commensmte with meteorological 
and terrain considerations. (Class E, Priority Action) (A-93-10] 

Ensure that the regulztory basis and surveillance resources are in 
place to o v e r s  the operations, equipment, airmen, and airspae 
associated with any selective attention directed toward commercial 
air tour operations. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-93-1 2 )  

Devise a method for collecting data from air tour operators 
regarding flight hours, fight segments, and passengers ded that 
can be included in civil aviation exposure infomation for aviation 
industry comparisons. (Class E, Priority Action) (A-93-12) 

Issue an Air &mer Qperations Bulletin instructing all Principal 
Operatiors Inspectors to aggressively encourage all commercial 
operators to incorpopate comprehensive Aeronautical Decision 
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Making (ADM) training in their pilot tminhg programs. (Class 41, 
Priority Action) (A-93-13) 

Require commercial operators to conduct substantive background 
checks of pilot applicants, which include vedication of pelso~i  
flight records and examination of training, pe r fomce .  and 
disciplinary and other records of previous employers, the Federal 
Aviation Ad~mmtra tion safety and enforcement records, and the 
National Driver Register. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-93-14) 

. .  

--to Tomy Laternational, Incorporated, d/b/a Scenic Air Tours, Hawaii: 

Conduct substantive background checks of pilot applicants, which 
include verification of personal flight records and examination of 
trainins, performance, and disciplinary and other records of 
previous employers, the Federal Aviation Administration safety and 
enforcement records, and the National Driver Register. (Class II, 
Priority Action) (A-93-15) 

In addition, the National Transportation Safety Board reiterates the 
following recommendarion to the Federal Aviation Administration: 

Rrfom a special study of the adequacy of Night Standards Dir;trict 
Ofice staffiig considering the availability of work hours, the 
geographic area of responsibility, and the size and complexity of the 
assigned operations. (Class a, Priority Action) (A-90-136) 

D 
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BY THE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD 

Carl w. v a  

Susan cOu@lin 
vice (Bahlan 

John Hammerscknidt 
Member 

Christopher A. Hart 
Member 

February 2, I993 

I have long h e n  on record that I believe our probable cause &dings 
are primarily a vehicle for effecting positive changes, and not for placing blame. In 
accident investigation and prevention efforts, I don't believe that we are constrained 
to a narrow constntd of causality. By embracing a "pilot error" probable cause, as 
it has in this case, the majority has, in my opinion, foregone an important 
oppoffunity to leverage meaningful changes 'ht would be more helpful in the 
prevention of future accidents l i e  this one. 

The safety message in the probable cause as adopted by the majority is 
minimal to nil: Pilots should not make errors. especially ,grievous emrs  such as 
continuing VFR flight into instmment meteorological conditions. Because this 
pilot's performance was so epgious, I venture to say that few pilots will see any 
apparent relationship between what we believe this pilot did and his or her oum 
piloting skills. Such denial is an especially potent force among those pilots whose 
character and judgment flaws would lead them to take risks similar to what &is pilot 
di& those who need to hear this message the most are the least likely to gain any 
meaningful insight into their own behavior from the probable cause adopted by the 
majority. 

It is a fact that among the population of pilots, there are some who do 
not possess those qualities of character and judgment so necessary to be a safe pilot. 
Even though they may possess the technical qualifications, Le., the proper 
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certificates, these are not the people to whom- the flying public should have to 
their lives. Many times these flaws are very diffmlt to identify in a tknely 

fashion In this case, however, this pilot kft a readily identifiable trail of 
inforanation &at indicated he was not likely to exercise the degree of care and 
caution we demand of professional pilots. Our investigation r e v e k d  that h5s pilot 
had been dismissed by five employers for misrepresentation of qualificatiorA mi 
experience, failure to report for duty, disciplinary action, poor training performance, 
and work performance that was -&.!ow standards. Based on a background check, 
another operator rejected his application for a pilot position for failing to disclose 
information and misrepresentation mncernkg p~vious employment. 

Scenic Au Tours apparently conducted no such extensive background 
check, and as a res&; eight paying passengers were entrusted to this pilot's care. It 
is mrtainiy me, as the majority holds, that this pilot's actions were directly causaf to 
thb accident. It is also equally true, I believe, that the actions, or inaction, of Scenic 
Air Tours just as surely cast the dice that ultimately determined the tragic fate of 
these passengers. 

D I also agree with the majority that no single management action, no 
screening program, no trainhg program can absolutely guarantee passengers 
freedom from risk. In the real world, one can realistically only alter probabilities; 
faikm to take reasoirable action to positively manage these risks also causes 
accidents. 

Since every pilot hired by an operator must ultimately pass through a 
sieve whose mesh size is set by management policy and practice, pilot screening and 
training program effect great leverage on system safety. In my @pinion, this Board 
ought to take every opportunity to bring its considerable moral authority to bear on 
the operators who are responsible for the conduct of such programs. 1 believe that 
we have missed such an opportunity. 

I would have the probable cause read "The National Transportation 
Safety Board determines that the probable causes of this accident were (1) the 
faiiure of Scenic Air Tours to conduct a substantive pilot preemployment 
background check that resulted in the placement of an inadequately qualified pilot in 
command of the accident flighC and (2) the pilot's improper navigation and his ) deckion to continue VFR flight into Instrument Meteorological Conditions. 
Contributing to the accident was the failure of the FAA to require commercial 
operators to conduct substantive pilot preemployment screening." 
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5. AFFENDIXES 

APPENDIX A 

I. Investigation 

The Safety Board was notified of this accident about 2125 pacific 
Daylight Time on the day of occunence by the Federal Aviation Adiministration. 
Upon discovery of rhe crash site on the morning, an investigator-in-charge was 
immediately dispatched from the Southwest Regional Office in Los hgeles. He 
was joined in Maui by a Washington-based team OR April 24, 1992. The team 
c o n s i s t e d  of investigative groups in the ams of operations, human perponnance, 
airworttniness, &aircraft p?rfoKMnce. 

Pa!zies to the investigation were thz Fedexal Aviation Administ&on 1 and the Seech Aircraft Copration. 

2. Public Hearing 

A pubtic hearing w2s not conducted for this accident. 
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APPErnIx B 

PERSONNEL INFORMATION 

Tbe Captain 

Captain Brett W. Jones, age 26, held Airline Trampert Ce&icate 
No. 455713673 issued January 14, 1991 without type ratings. He held a wrent 
FAA Class I Medical Certificate dated February 1 I ,  1992 with RO Iimitations or 
waivers noted. He was hired by Scenic Ai? Tours as a Beech Model 18 captah in 
August 1991. Hi last p~-~f ic ie~cy check was completed on February 20, 1992. At 
the rime of the accident, company records indicate that he had accumuIaped 
464.7 hours in the BE-18. 

a 
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min Otter, operated ky G r a d  Caryon Airlines, Iac - , under 2art 
A. Backgruand. On June 18, 1986, a de Baviflmd DHC-5, 

operated under Psrt 91 by Eelitech, 3nc. Twenty-five lives uere 
135, collided in mid-air with a Bel?. Jet Ranger ktelicopter 

within and around the GTmd Canyon &?d other prominent 
lost in this mid-air collision accident- Aviation accidents 

attracticns have fieighter.e-3 puklic Fnterest in safety of 
sightseeing and air tour operat: 3 cns * 

1. 
Ezatioaal Parks have expressed ccace.rns over noise generated by 

Otner patrons of the Grand Caoyoa and other 

overflying aircraft to their congressional representatLves. 

concerns for potential environmental &-ge a d  2 % ~  tc n=tzzd 
Environmental lobby orgasizatims have also expressed their 

inhabitants of these azezs. berase of these areas would not 
bolster preservatior :-f the area for fnture generations. 

1 
7 

2. Congressional concerns ct-er safety and aircraft 
ncise resulted in the ensct-ment of PublFc taw 100-91 on August 
13, 1987. This 1: .. required a study of aircraft noise effect at 
a number of natz nal parks. The law also impcsed flight 

Park in Al?zc;?a,  Yosemite National Pb-k in CcLiifornia, and 
restrictions at the following three parks: Grand Canyon National 

Ealeakaafa National Park in IiitKaii. 

3. 
controlling overflights, the Fderal Aviation Administration 

To coapiy with a congressional concern for 

Xales Area." Special Federal Aviation Regulation (SFRR) 50-2 
(FAA) establfshed the "Grand Canyon Sational. Park Special Flight 

presently gcxverns the airspace in anti over the Grand Canyon 
National Paxk. SFAR 50-2 expires June 15, 1592. 

natioaai p a r k  with special operatint; rales governincj aircraft 
8. General. Presentlv the G:and Canyon is the only 

overflights aRd requirements for operators conducting sightseeing 
flights to have Part L35 certification. The special rule, SPA?s 

experiencing beavy visitation of many users. The concerns of the 
50-2 ,  was developed to preserve a fragile natural environment 

National Park Service were to preserve a noise free, safe, and 
natural erwircnment for the public. 
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1. The successful development of SFAR 50-2,  as an 
effective enhancement to noise control and safety of air 
tour/sightseeing operations, came about with cooperation of the 
FAA, the Park Service, industry, user's groups and local 
communities. There are other scenic areas that may require 
special consideration of Part 135 operators to alleviate concerns 
sisilar to the Grand Canyon. 

when working with Part 135 operators condacting air-tom 
2. This handbook bulletin presents guidance for POI'S 

operations under SF- 50-2 and with other operators conducting 
sightseeing operations in other areas under Part 91 and Part 135. 

and identification of scenic areas attracting air tours and 
C. Identif icztion of Other Scenic Areas. Ackmwledgment 

sightseeing flights in each FAA region is the responsTbi3ity of 
the FAA Regional Flight Standards Division and district Iffiees. 
The off ices should encourage joint users meetings to develop 

Office and Air Traffic Control Service shouid be included in acceptable flight programs. The FAA Regional Environmental 

Eeetings invO1vFn; p'i3nnin; special use zirspace. prixip=:l 
operations inspectors (POI) should encourage all assigned 
operators, including non-certificated commercial sichtseeing and 
Part 135 o2erators to cooperate in complying with procedures 
established for each scenic flight area. Informatrlon regarding 

conflict with other airspace users. The POI'S are responsible 
special routes should be extensively distributed to avoid 

for: 

b 

Identifving scenic areas subject to air 
tour/sightseeing operations 

Identifying actdal and potential 
tour/sightseeino operators 

air 

Coordinating with Air Traffic Control, when 

cooperatively establishing recommended routes, 
appropriate, and with airspace users in 

entry/exit points, altitudes, direction of flight, 
and reporting points, when appropriate 

Encouraging participation of non-certificated 
sightseeing operators 

MOTE: An environmental impact study may be required 
fo;. any routes developed below 3,000 feet above ground 
level. 



D, Oper&icns Specifications {OpSpcs). 

1. A i r  toa:rs and sightseeing flish:tS, c G s d u c t &  Within 
the  rand Canyon gationai park Special Fiiqht ii-les -kea 
L&ntifie& by SF&q 50-2, require Psrt 135 operztors to held 
special f;pSpec authorization. InsFert3rs S F t k  ope ra to r s  aspirin2 
to conziuct Grzr.d Canyon opera t ions  should coordicate wi th  %fie 
Westerc-Pacific R e g i o ~ d  O f f i c e  F l i g h t  Stadards  Divisioa. 

2. Special  regulations that may he developed in the 
fctLye for  ancther area, park, oz Promhest a t t r a c t i o n ,  wocld IX 

as a note in -paragraph 8 of the OpSpecs. The suggested wording 
identified and any special operational an thor i ty  wouEb be list& 

for such an entry wwald be: 

tour/sighksaaing aperations are authorized to 
"Special Requisements : Note 1. lpir 

be conducted over "list apwropriate area. 
river 8s prominent DO 

accordartc+, with prazedures outliaed withir:  
i n t  of interest" in 

=e upexators operatian rPanua1." 

3 .  The routes and altitudes depkter! i n  the o-perator's 
OpSpecs shoal6 e&.ance collision avoi2ance prwedures an& 

areas and rontes does not relieve the pi?rot-in-comar.d from the 
aircraft noise abatement. The identification of sightseeing 

responsibiliry to see and avoid other aircraft. 

E. Operations Xacnal. 

1. Coordination through Western-Pacific Regional 

Office {FSDO) is required for approval t G  conduct sightseeing 
flight Standards  with the Las Vegas flight Standards District 

and/or air-tours in the Grand Canyon. Special prqrams developed 
through the U s  Vegas FSW are required of t h e  operator to hold 
O ~ S ~ G C S  granting flight authority in SPAR 55-2 airspace. 

Canyon, POI'S should reconmend to operators that they have a 
2. €or attractions End areas other than the Grana 

chapter w i t h i n  their operations aanua? ccntaininq an outline of 
procedures for conducting air tourisigbtsseing sperations, This 
Ghaster should contairr the following: 

Air tourlsightseeing ares ci.eaz?y depiczed OIL a chart 
and explained in words to eenszre the reader's 
cornprehensicrn of the ~ Q L : Z  area. 
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A l l  tous area entryiexit paints should also be 
zoirits - for  radio reports on a common-use air-toair 
frequency. 

A clear description of tour routes, altitudes, and 
reporting points. 

Procedures for obtaining current weather 

visual f l i g h t  rules weather minhums should he 
inZormation and weather deviations. ~Eiqher 

considered f o r  flight operations in high density 
traffic where ai- toux/sightseeing operators enter 
and depart special airspace.1 

Collateral duties such as the p i l o t  narrating a 
tour o x  cperating tqpe players for passengers. 

workload pe*ts; ccznpliarse -&kh Sectiar, 
[These shall only be perfo-?m@d when the pilot's 

still required.) 
135.305(51 of the Federa1 Aviation RequiuLations is 

Pravisiaa for additional crewmember training i f  

required far each adcditiooal air toux/sightseeing 
necessary. Ground and flight training m y  be 

operat ion. 

must record a l l  relevant dialogue with operators regarding air 
F- Program Tracking Reporting Subsystem (PTRS: Xcput. POoI's 

toor/sightseeing operztions into the F"RS system .The POI should 
entex acti-ity code xwAer 1260 in sectioa T, &>d cede A 603 in 
the primary/key colam in section I V .  The inspector sbould enter 
a special entry "MRTOUR" in the national tracking block. 

G. Location in Handbook. The material covered in this 
handbook bulletin will be incorporated by AFS-55: in iature 

Eandbook 8400.10. Until. the new material is incorporated in the 
revisions of the Air Trsnsportation Operations Inspector's 

handbook inspectors should refer to this handbook bulletin. 

H. Inquiries. Any questions regarding this hancibook 
bulletin should be directed ro AFS-510 at FYS 698-0366. 
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Date 

Aug. 17,1983 

Jan. 1,1986 

June 18,1986 

April 24,1987 

June 11,1989 

skp. 27,1989 

May 13,1991 

Nov. 10.1991 

Dec. 10,1991 

MAJOR AIR TOUR ACCIDENTS 
=ED WING, 10 YEAR HISTQRY 

wrator/CFR Part 

Las Vegas AuSmesP1 

Ai MedV135 

Grand Canyoa Airbss 
and Helikch, IncJp1 

Blue Sky Aviation@ 1 

Scenic Air Tours, 
HawaWl35 

Ai- Grand Canyorlrl35 

Scenic Air Tours, 
HawaWl35 

EventtGeneral 
Location 

Collision with Tenain/ 
Grand Cmyona 

Collision with tedd 
Harnuek, Hawaii 

Midair coilisionl 
G m d  t h y o n  

Collision with terraah./ 
Kauai, Hawaii 

Collision with $emin/ 
Waipio Valley, 
Hifo, Hawaii 

Crashed OR landing 
Grand Carryon airport 

Engine loss of power/ 
Temple Bar, Arizona 

Ditched m seaheap 
Hilo, Hawaii 

COHIiSiOR With t C d l I f  
Temple Bar, .4rizona 

25/25 

4/4 B 
i 1/11 

21/10 

1lB 
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APPENDE F 

RESUME' OF RECENT AIR TOUR ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS 
EN THE NT§B SOUTI-WEST' REGION 

FY 1989 TO FEBRUARY 1993 

I 

i 


